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This Letter describes the results of the most recent measurement of the permanent electric dipole moment
(EDM) of neutral 199Hg atoms. Fused silica vapor cells containing enriched 199Hg are arranged in a stack in a
common magnetic field. Optical pumping is used to spin polarize the atoms orthogonal to the applied
magnetic field, and the Faraday rotation of near-resonant light is observed to determine an electric-field-
induced perturbation to the Larmor precession frequency. Our results for this frequency shift are consistent
with zero; we find the corresponding 199Hg EDM dHg ¼ ð−2.20� 2.75stat � 1.48systÞ × 10−30e cm.We use
this result to place a new upper limit on the 199Hg EDM jdHgj < 7.4 × 10−30e cm (95%C.L.), improving our
previous limit by a factor of 4. We also discuss the implications of this result for various CP-violating
observables as they relate to theories of physics beyond the standard model.
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The existence of a nonzero permanent electric dipole
moment (EDM) oriented along the spin axis of an atom or
subatomic particle requires time-reversal symmetry (T)
violation [1]. By the CPT theorem, T violation implies
that CP symmetry must be violated as well. The standard
model (SM) of particle physics provides two sources of CP
violation: a single phase in the CKM matrix [2] and θ̄QCD,
the coefficient of an allowed CP-violating term in the QCD
Lagrangian [3]. However, the CKM phase contribution to
any atomic or particle EDM is far below existing exper-
imental sensitivities [4], and the measured value of θ̄QCD is
consistent with zero, an apparent anomaly that forms the
basis of the strong CP problem. An atomic EDM may thus
provide the first evidence of CP violation in the strong
sector, or evidence of CP-violating physics beyond the SM
[5]. Discovery of any new source of CP violation may also
fulfill one of the Sakharov conditions [6] necessary for a
theory of baryogenesis that can reproduce the observed
matter excess in the universe [7].
There are many ongoing experiments currently searching

for a nonzero atomic, electron, or neutron EDM [8–11].
This Letter presents the results of an improved EDM search
in the 199Hg atom [12]. The experiment consists of four
(25 mm inner diam, 10.1 mm tall) vapor cells fabricated
from Heraeus Suprasil fused silica and filled with 0.56 atm
of CO buffer gas and ∼0.5 mg of isotopically enriched
(92%) 199Hg, arranged in a stack inside a common
magnetic field B0. The atoms are transverse polarized
via optical pumping, and precess with angular frequency
ω0 ¼ γB0, where γ ¼ 4844 s−1=G is the gyromagnetic
ratio of 199Hg. A nonzero EDM, d ¼ dHgI, adds a second
term to the Hamiltonian H ¼ −μ ·B − d · E. Because the
only vector characterizing the system is the nuclear spin
(I ¼ 1=2), any EDM must lie along the spin axis.
Degeneracy arguments imply that the EDM can have only
one projection onto the spin vector for a given particle or

atomic species [4]. If a two-level atom with a nonzero EDM
is placed in parallel fields B, E and another in antiparallel
fields B, −E, the difference in the precession frequency is
given by ℏΔω ¼ 4ðdHgEÞ.
A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus is

given in Fig. 1. The Hg vapor cells are stacked along the
axis of the static magnetic field B0. All four cells are inside
a grounded box (called the vessel) constructed from
antistatic UHMW polyethylene, with a tin(IV) oxide-
coated ground plane constructed from 3 layers of 1=16-
inch fused silica dividing the two halves. The two outer
cells are seated inside conducting plastic electrodes
(maintained at the same potential), so only the inner cells
have nonzero electric fields inside (pointing in opposite
directions). The outer cells (with E ¼ 0) have zero EDM

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. Cross-sectional diagrams of the apparatus used to
measure the EDM of 199Hg (not to scale). (a) Section of the
vessel through the y-z plane showing the HV cables, ground
plane, and a cutaway view of the HVelectrodes and feedthroughs.
(b) Section through the x-y plane showing the cylindrical three-
layer magnetic shielding, the cosðθÞ magnet coil windings, and a
diagram with 2 of the polarimeters used to observe signals from
each of the 4 cells. The laser beams through the outer cells
traverse the apparatus along the shield axis (z axis), while the
middle cell beams travel along the x axis.
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sensitivity and are used as magnetometers and to control
sources of systematic error.
A typical pump-probe cycle (illustrated in Fig. 2) lasts

4.5 min and consists of 5 parts: A 30 s pump period, a 20 s
equilibration period, an initial 20 s probe (period A), a 170 s
free-precession (the dark period), and a final 30 s probe
(period B). The dark period is constrained by the 199Hg spin
relaxation time, which varies between 250–600 s between
cells. To avoid noise, systematic errors, and cell depolari-
zation caused by the probe light, we sample the precession
signals over two brief probe windows. Because phase can
be determined more precisely than frequency for a short
data train, we extract the EDM precession frequency shift
from the phase difference of the middle cells at the end of
probe period A and the beginning of probe period B.
During the pump phase, the laser light is tuned to the

center of the F ¼ 1=2 → F ¼ 1=2 component of the
1S0 → 3P1 transition and circularly polarized using a λ=4
wave plate. To coherently polarize atoms transverse to B0,
the pump light is chopped in sync with the Larmor
frequency ω0 by a rotating chopper wheel with 40% duty
cycle. Following the pump, the λ=4wave plate and chopper
wheel are removed from the beam path using pneumatic
arms. The atoms are probed with linearly polarized laser
light which is detuned ∼10 GHz to the blue (halfway
between the F ¼ 1=2 and F ¼ 3=2 components of the
excited state) and attenuated to 0.1 times the pump
intensity.
Precession signals for each cell are derived from the

Faraday rotation angle of the input probe light polarization,
θðtÞ, which is proportional to the dot product of the atomic
magnetization vector and the light propagation vector:
θðtÞ ¼ θ0 sinðωtþ ϕÞe−t=τ, where τ is the magnetization
relaxation time. The output beam from each cell is sent to a
balanced polarimeter, where a λ=2 wave plate rotates the

average polarization vector of the light and a Wollaston
prism separates it into s and p components. Each compo-
nent is detected by a UV-enhanced Si photodiode, digitized
at a sampling frequency of 2 kHz, and written to disk at
200 Hz after averaging 10 samples. With the λ=2wave plate
properly set, the time-averaged s and p intensities for each
cell are equal, and the cell precession signal becomes

SðtÞ¼ IsðtÞ− IpðtÞ
IsðtÞþ IpðtÞ

¼ sin2θ≈2θ0 sinðωtþϕÞe−t=τ: ð1Þ

For each pair of cells m, n, we measure the phase
difference Δϕmn at the end (beginning) of probe period
A (B) using phase-sensitive detection. The magnitude
of B0 is tuned to give an average precession frequency
ω0 ¼ 2π × 8.33 s−1, and the sampling frequency is
200 Hz, so the digitized signals have 24 points
per Larmor cycle: tiþ1− ti¼5ms¼π=ð12ωÞ. Then,
Sðti�6Þ ¼ �2θ0 cosðωtþ ϕÞe−ti�6=τ and N2ðtiÞ ¼ S2ðtiÞ−
Sðtiþ6ÞSðti−6Þ ¼ 4θ20e

−2ti=τ. With S0ðtiÞ¼Sðtiþ6Þ−Sðti−6Þ,
our beat signal is

2 sinðΔωmnti þ ΔϕmnÞ ¼
SmðtiÞS0nðtiÞ − SnðtiÞS0mðtiÞ

NmðtiÞNnðtiÞ
:

ð2Þ

Defining ti ¼ 0 at the end of period A or the beginning of
period B, a least squares fit to Δωmnti þ Δϕmn gives us
ΔϕA;B

mn . The average dark frequency difference between two
cells is ΔωD

mn ¼ ðΔϕB
mn − ΔϕA

mnÞ=ΔtD, where ΔtD is typ-
ically 170 s. Because the pump beam strongly alters the
spatial distribution of polarization, beat signals obtained
immediately after the pump period exhibit substantial
nonlinear behavior. The beam is blocked for 20 s between
the end of the pump and the beginning of probe period A to
ensure the atoms within the volume of the laser beam are in
equilibrium with the average phase of atoms throughout
the cell.
For any pair of cells, the signature of an EDM is the

correlation between ΔωD
mn and the difference in the electric

field. During EDM data runs, the high voltage (HV)
polarity is reversed between each pump-probe cycle, so
in the absence of any noise sources the middle cell
frequency difference ΔωD

MT−MB would have an opposite
sign for each successive measurement. In reality,ΔωD

MT−MB
is also sensitive to fluctuations in the gradients of B0. To
reduce the impact of ambient magnetic field gradient noise,
we use the outer cells as magnetometers and define our
EDM signal asΔωEDM ¼ ΔωD

MT−MB − kΔωD
OT−OB, where k

is the coefficient that minimizes the variance of the HV-
correlated part of ΔωEDM within each daily set of mea-
surements. Runs with small values for k reflect a low level
of gradient noise (which is common to ΔωD

MT−MB and
ΔωD

OT−OB) relative to the statistical uncertainty in

FIG. 2. The signal obtained from a single photodiode for one
pump-probe cycle. (a) A complete view of the signal. During
optical pumping, the transmission through the cell increases,
quickly saturating the detector. The laser power is reduced during
the probe periods A and B, which are analyzed to extract the
phase difference accumulated between cells during the dark
period. Individual Larmor oscillations are too rapid to be visible
at this scale, but the exponential decay of the signal envelope can
be seen. (b) An expanded view of the final 500 ms of the data
train. The raw data points are connected by straight line segments
to guide the eye; no fit is shown.
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ΔωD
OT−OB, which simply adds noise to ΔωEDM if k > 0 and

gradient noise is absent. When gradient noise dominates,
the value of k goes to 1=3 for maximum common-mode
noise rejection. Throughout the data set, the value of k
varied from 0.18 to 0.33 with an average of 0.25.
During normal data taking, the pattern of HV reversals is

alternated between �10 or �6 kV each day to check the
scaling of an EDM signal with the strength of E. The
magnet coil current is reversed every other day to reduce
the effect of systematics which depend on the HV but do
not change sign with B0 (as a real EDM signal would). To
average data across multiple daily runs, we define ηB ¼
B0 · ẑ=jB0j and take ηB · ΔωEDM as our EDM-sensitive
frequency channel. The results for ηB · ΔωEDM from each
run are plotted in Fig. 3.
A set of 16–24 data runs with several cycles through

the four B0jEj values defines a sequence. The full EDM
data set is comprised of 284 daily runs divided into 12
sequences. Between sequences, the vessel is opened and
the vapor cells are permuted through the various positions.
The 3 vapor cells with the longest spin relaxation times are
used in the EDM-sensitive middle cell positions. Each of
these cells occupied the middle top (MT) and middle
bottom (MB) positions for 4 sequences each.
To make data cuts without biasing the result, the

frequency difference of each cell pair is added to a
computer-generated blind offset, proportional to the
E-field difference between the cells. The sign of the blind
offset changes with the direction of B0, and the value is
randomized with each new sequence. After data cuts of

individual pump-probe cycles are made within a sequence
(based on anomalous behavior on non-EDM data channels),
the sequence is reanalyzed with a blind offset common to all
runs to enable comparisons across sequences.
During data taking, HV-correlated frequency shifts

would sometimes appear on the EDM-insensitive outer
cell frequency difference. When this occurred, additional
data runs were taken (63 in total) to investigate the source
of the anomalous signal. Small, HV-correlated motions of
the vapor cells in magnetic field gradients were identified as
the cause. To reduce the potential feedthrough of the cell
motion onto the EDM signal, 32 runs were cut from the
EDM data set based on two criteria: 1. jΔωOT−OBj > 2.0σ
or 2.0 × 10−8 s−1. 2. jΔωðOT−MTÞþðOB−MBÞj > 3.0σ or
1.5 × 10−8 s−1. The cuts are based only on EDM-insensi-
tive channels (with zero averageE and no blind offset). The
first channel is sensitive to cell motion in a linear field
gradient ∂By=∂y. The second channel is equivalent to the
difference between the average frequencies of the inner and
outer cells and can indicate cell motion coupled to the
second derivative ∂2By=∂y2. After the final cuts, our data
set consists of 252 runs encompassing ∼65 000 frequency
difference measurements to be analyzed for an EDM. The
32 cut runs and 63 auxiliary runs are used to set limits on
the systematic error associated with cell motion.
Table I summarizes the results for each HV value and

magnetic field direction. We take the average over the two
magnetic field directions for both 10 and 6 kV and then
take the inverse error squared weighted average of the 10
and 6 kV results to find our EDM frequency shift
ηB ·ΔωEDM¼ð−1.34�1.67Þ×10−11 ðkVs=cmÞ−1, which
gives us an EDM dHg ¼ ð−2.20� 2.75statÞ × 10−30 e cm.
Table II gives the systematic error budget of our

measurements. The dominant contribution comes from
the effect of HV-correlated axial cell motion. Detailed
maps of the magnetic field gradients at the vapor cells
revealed a lab-fixed gradient inB0 along the axial magnetic
shield direction ẑ. Motion of the vessel or the cells along ẑ
caused by applying HV would create a nonzero HV-
correlated Δω for any pair of cells. Because the field
gradient in ẑ does not reverse sign with B0, the change in a
cell’s Larmor frequency under cell motion will change sign
as B0 is reversed, leading to a HV-correlated frequency
difference between cells with the E ·B0 symmetry proper-
ties of an EDM. By comparing the EDM extracted from the

FIG. 3. The measured EDM frequency shift ηB · ΔωEDM for
each of the 252 runs in the final (reduced) data set. Each run is
plotted on either the top or bottom chart. Top: the frequency
shifts measured between �6 kV=cm. Bottom: shifts measured
between �10 kV=cm.

TABLE I. Measured HV-correlated frequency shifts for various
field configurations. Entries for Δω are specified in units of
10−11 ðkV s=cmÞ−1.

Voltage B0 · ẑ ηB · ΔωEDM ηB · ΔωOT−OB

�10 kV þ10 mG ð1.16� 2.6Þ ð−8.8� 9.9Þ
�10 kV −10 mG ð−3.15� 2.8Þ ð−11.5� 10.4Þ
�6 kV þ10 mG ð3.69� 5.0Þ ð5.9� 16.7Þ
�6 kV −10 mG ð−8.56� 4.7Þ ð−29.1� 17.1Þ
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95 excluded (ex.) runs for which ΔωOT−OB was large to the
reduced EDM data set runs, we find

ηB · ðΔωex
EDM − ΔωEDMÞ

ηB · ðΔωex
OT−OB − ΔωOT−OBÞ

¼ ð1.6� 5.7Þ × 10−2; ð3Þ

which we take as the projection of a ΔωOT−OB cell motion
signal onto the EDM channel. This projection times the
combined ηB ·ΔωOT−OB¼ð1.04�0.62Þ×10−10ðkVs=cmÞ−1
gives the top systematic error in Table II.
The radial cell motion systematic refers to motion in both

directions (x̂ and ŷ) orthogonal to the shield axis. The
measured field gradients in x̂ and ŷwere found to reverse to
within 4.4% when the B0 coil current was reversed. HV-
correlated motion along these axes would thus generate a
nonzero value for ΔωEDM that, unlike a true EDM signal,
would not change sign under B0 reversal. Table I shows
that the nonreversing component of ΔωEDM (half the
difference between the two magnetic field directions) is
ð3.1� 1.7Þ × 10−11 ðkV s=cmÞ−1. A signal of this size
could be generated by a HV-correlated motion as small
as 2 nm and the projection onto the true EDM channel
would be 4.4% as large.
The leakage current systematic refers to electrical cur-

rents flowing from the HV electrodes to ground along the
walls of the vapor cells. A helical current path around a
vapor cell would create a magnetic field that adds linearly
to B0, producing a Larmor frequency shift with the same
field dependence as an EDM. Currents from the vessel
walls, the HV cables, and various segments of the ground
plane were continuously monitored by a set of 0.01 V/pA
transimpedance amplifiers. The measured currents to the
top and bottom ground planes were each≤ 40 fA, averaged
over both probe and dark periods; roughly 30% of these
currents were displacement currents from charge accumu-
lation in the HDPE HV feedthroughs. We use 40 fA for an
upper limit on the leakage currents and follow the “worst-
case current path” of 1=2 turn around each of the middle
cells to determine the impact onΔωEDM. Dividing by

ffiffiffi

3
p

to
account for the average of 3 independent vapor cells, our
total leakage current systematic is 10 times smaller than our
previous EDM experiment [13]. The ground plane in
Ref. [13] was coated with Au, with a work function
(5.1–5.5 eV) close to the 254 nm photon energy, creating

photoelectrons from scattered light. The new ground plane
is coated with SnO2.
The E2 effects systematic refers to any mechanism that

may couple a small difference in the magnitude of E
between the two polarities to the measured frequency
difference. After each EDM data run (with a þ −þ−
HV sequence), shorter data runs (typically 30 pump-probe
cycles) were taken with a þ0 − 0 HV sequence to test for
frequency shifts that scale as jEj. For each sequence, the
scalar Stark shift was measured to obtain the difference
in magnitude of E for the two polarities of the HV:
r ¼ ðE2þ −E2

−Þ=ðE2þ þ E2
−Þ ≤ 0.02. The product of r

and the frequency difference between scans with the HV
on and off, ηB · ΔωEDMðj10 kVj − j0 kVjÞ, is averaged
over all sequences to get the systematic error in Table II.
The remaining entries in Table II are derived following the
same methods used in Ref. [13]. Combining the statistical
and systematic errors gives our final result

dHg ¼ ð−2.20� 2.75stat � 1.48systÞ × 10−30 e cm; ð4Þ
from which we set a 95% confidence limit

jdHgj < 7.4 × 10−30 e cm: ð5Þ
Theoretical interpretations of this limit begin with

consideration of the Schiff moment SHg, the leading-order
P, T-violating nuclear moment not completely screened by
the electron cloud [4,5,14,15]. To obtain a limit on SHg, we
average the calculated EDM contributions from [16–20]:
dHg ¼ −2.4 × 10−4SHg=fm2. Using Eq. (5), we can set a
limit

jSHgj < 3.1 × 10−13 e fm3 ð95%C:L:Þ: ð6Þ

We use this value to set limits on other CP-violating
quantities of interest in Table III. Limits on the nucleon
EDMs dn;p are derived from the associated contributions to
SHg in an RPA calculation with core polarization [21],

TABLE II. Systematic effects on the measured EDM value. All
entries are specified in units of (10−31 e cm). The final value for
the systematic error bar is the quadrature sum of the listed effects,
1.48 × 10−30 e cm.

Effect Syst. Effect Syst.

Axial cell motion 12.62 Parameter correlations 2.33
Radial cell motion 3.36 v ×E=c fields 2.29
Leakage currents 5.02 Charging currents 1.83
E2 effects 3.04 Geometric phase 0.06

TABLE III. Limits on CP-violating observables from the 199Hg
EDM limit. Each limit is based on the assumption that it is the
sole contribution to the atomic EDM. In principle, the result for
dn supercedes [11] as the best neutron EDM limit.

Quantity Expression Limit Ref.

dn SHg=ð1.9 fm2Þ 1.6 × 10−26 e cm [21]
dp 1.3 × SHg=ð0.2 fm2Þ 2.0 × 10−25 e cm [21]
ḡ0 SHg=ð0.135 e fm3Þ 2.3 × 10−12 [5]
ḡ1 SHg=ð0.27 e fm3Þ 1.1 × 10−12 [5]
ḡ2 SHg=ð0.27 e fm3Þ 1.1 × 10−12 [5]
θ̄QCD ḡ0=0.0155 1.5 × 10−10 [22,23]

ð ~du − ~ddÞ ḡ1=ð2 × 1014 cm−1Þ 5.7 × 10−27 cm [25]
CS dHg=ð5.9 × 10−22 e cmÞ 1.3 × 10−8 [15]
CP dHg=ð6.0 × 10−23 e cmÞ 1.2 × 10−7 [15]
CT dHg=ð4.89 × 10−20 e cmÞ 1.5 × 10−10 see text
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which yielded SHg ¼ ð1.9dn þ 0.2dpÞfm2, with a 30%
uncertainty in the dp contribution which is reflected in
our limit. The πNN coupling constants ḡ0;1;2 parameterize
the isoscalar, isovector, and isotensor components of the
CP-violating nucleon-nucleon interaction, respectively.
However, there is considerable disagreement between
various calculations of SHgðḡ0; ḡ1; ḡ2Þ. To set limits on
ḡ0;1;2, we use the quoted best values for 199Hg from the
recent review [5]. Note that the calculation has a sign
ambiguity for the value of ḡ1. We also set a limit on θ̄QCD

from the relation jḡ0j ¼ 15.5 × 10−3jθ̄QCDj [22,23],
although comprehensive lattice calculations of dnðθQCDÞ
may provide a tighter bound [24]. A limit on the combined
chromo-EDM of the up and down quarks is determined by
ḡ1 ¼ 2 × 10−14 cm−1ð ~du − ~ddÞ [25].
Our result can also be used to place limits on P, T-odd

scalar, pseudoscalar, and tensor electron-nucleon inter-
actions (described by CS, CP, and CT) which may induce
an atomic EDM independent of the Schiff moment. In
199Hg the tensor interaction is expected to dominate. Many
recent calculations of the tensor coefficient CT have been
performed; the average result of Refs. [16–19,26] is
dHg ¼ −4.89 × 10−20CThσNie cm. Finally, it should be
noted that because there are many potential contributions
to an atomic EDM, multiple non-null results in different
systems will be necessary to extract unambiguous values
for fundamental physics parameters [27].
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